
Imagine opening an 
entire room of window coverings
at the touch of a button…

 



LEADING BY DESIGN

Automated Shading brings you the latest in motorized window 

covering solutions for natural light control and privacy. Since 1990,

we’ve been leading the industry in innovation and total customer 

satisfaction. Our clients view our proven, reliable processes and skilled,

dedicated t7eam as vital to the fulfillment of their design objectives. 

WORKING WITH YOU

Clients value Automated Shading’s straightforward sales process and

informed product selection assistance. We work with you to create the

“wow factor” you’re looking for, with motorized shades for any setting.

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION

Automated Shading integrates beauty, ambiance and convenience 

into a stunning array of stylish, technologically sophisticated shading

solutions that enhance the dynamic of your environment and your

sense of living well.



The Automated 

Shading team shares 

a commitment to 

industry leadership with

responsive service, 

informed product 

knowledge and 

expert installations. 

Automated Shading motorized 

systems offer the ultimate 

in convenience, control 

and sophistication.



DUETTE SHADES
Made by Hunter Douglas, Duette
Shades are available in a variety 
of fabrics, a myriad of colors and
textures, and offer varying degrees
of sun control and privacy. 

SILHOUETTE SHADES
Silhouette Shades by Hunter Douglas 
are an elegant and effective line of 
hybrid roller shades/blinds with 
unique styling to control sunlight 
and provide privacy.

Product Offering

ROMAN SHADES
The classic look of a Roman Shade 
adds ambiance to any room and comes 
in a variety of fabrics including woven
weaves or sun shade material.

DUAL ROLLER SHADES
Sun control, privacy, blackout or 
total view – there isn’t a more 
comprehensive shading solution 
available. Used in bedrooms or media
rooms, Dual Roller Shades achieve
total light control.

TRANSPARENT 
ROLLER SHADES
The design of any roller shade is 
simple, yet elegant. In the closed
position, the effects of sunlight, glare
and heat are minimized – in the open
position a total view is maximized.

BLACKOUT 
ROLLER SHADES
Total blackout or semi-translucent
shades provide total privacy and
light control. Popular in bedrooms
and media rooms, the dual shade
option changes the scene of a 
room dramatically.
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INNOVATIVE THINKING.

PROVEN ABILITY.

INSPIRED RESULTS.


